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This Nessy kayak has undergone a “fishing conversion” (R400),
which includes two trolling rod
holders, one rod holder for baiting
up and an extra 6-inch hatch.
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Paddle
power
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You don’t need a speedboat to enjoy South Africa’s beaches, oceans,
estuaries, dams and rivers, but how do you choose a canoe, kayak or
inflatable boat that will be best for your family? With our guide, of course!
By nick dall

gallo/gettyimages.com

Sit-on-top kayaks

Paddles

None of these boats
will go anywhere
without a paddle.
Fortunately, finding
a decent one is
neither difficult
nor expensive.
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Legend Kayaks plastic paddle
All the boats featured (except
the canoe) use a double-blade,
asymmetrical paddle like this one.
It might be an entry-level paddle,
but it’s got a strong aluminium shaft
and tough plastic blades – and it
floats. A great beginners’ option.
R350 at dealers throughout South
Africa; legendkayak.co.za

TNP 603.2 paddle
This paddle is cut from superior
cloth: It has a super-strong
duralumin shaft that extends
all the way to the high-density
polyethylene blades. It can also
split in the middle for easy storage.
R790 at Canoe & Kayak World
and select retailers;
canoekayak.co.za

TNP 601.0 canoe paddle
A canoe is much easier to paddle
with a single-blade paddle.
Paddling solo you’ll have to master
the alternating “J-stroke”; if there
are two of you in the boat, make
sure to paddle on opposite sides.
R690 at Canoe & Kayak World
and select retailers;
canoekayak.co.za

A sit-on-top (SOT) is an entry-level boat for playing in the waves and to use as a base for swimming and snorkelling.
Because you sit very close to the water (or sometimes in the water) it’s not great for cold-water paddling or for when
the wind picks up. An SOT is also not nearly as comfortable as a sit-inside kayak if you’re paddling long distances.
All three SOTs featured here are made of plastic, which is slightly heavier but much more durable than fibreglass.
They are also all tandem boats, with a jump seat in the middle for paddling solo or for a small child between two adults.

1 Legend Kayaks Nessy

2 Fluid Synergy

3 Perception Pescador 13

The Nessy is locally made and a relatively
recent addition to the market. It’s seen by some
as an improvement on the more expensive
Fluid Synergy (also featured) because it’s slightly
faster, although the more streamlined design
means that the paddler at the back will likely
be below the waterline. Like the Synergy, it
doesn’t come standard with hard backrests –
soft versions are available for R475 per seat.
R5 750 at dealers around the country;
legendkayak.co.za

This proudly South African company from Parys
makes probably the most commonly bought boat
in the country. As a budget-friendly introduction
to the sport of paddling, it does a fine job.
It’s not as comfortable as the Pescador, and it
doesn’t come with hard backrests (soft backrests
are available for R480 each).
The angling version costs R1 000 extra.
R6 300 at most specialist kayak stores and
Fluid Kayaks (free delivery nationwide);
fluidkayaks.com

This imported American boat has rigid
backrests that come standard – they’re in
a different league to the soft ones you can
buy for the Nessy or the Synergy. I would
recommend the Pescador if you’re tall, heavy,
or both. It’s also faster, more agile and more
at home surfing waves than either of the
locally made boats.
R8 990 at Canoe & Kayak World and
select retailers; canoekayak.co.za
perceptionkayaks.com

Length: 3,8 m
Weight: 28 kg
Carrying capacity: 200 kg

Length: 3,85 m
Weight: 30 kg
Carrying capacity: 190 kg

Length: 3,96 m
Weight: 31 kg
Carrying capacity: 227 kg
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Sit-inside kayaks
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Sit-inside kayaks were first developed by Inuit fishermen. The descendents of those boats – touring and sea kayaks – are the most
versatile vessels around. They are just as stable as SOTs, but they’re faster and offer more protection. A sit-inside boat can be used
for anything from a paddle on your local dam to circumnavigating Madagascar like Riaan Manser. A word of warning: An “inland” or
“recreational” kayak doesn’t have additional buoyancy compartments and isn’t seaworthy as a result. We also wouldn’t recommend
using such a boat on a big dam, which can mimic ocean conditions in a storm. Check with your boat shop if you’re unsure.

4 Perception Cove (inland)

5 Wilderness Systems

Tsunami (sea)

6 Kaskazi Duo (sea)

Other boats
In this section we’ve featured a classic canoe (the 1-tonne bakkie of the paddling world), a sleek fishing kayak that will
have you outstripping a barracuda off Sodwana and an inflatable two-person raft that can live in your trailer, ready for
your next watery adventure.

7 Mad River Canoe

Journey 156

8 Stealth Profisha 575

9 ARK Croc

This boat is an absolute dream to paddle on calm
inland waterways. It’s pretty fast and extremely
stable and it comes in two versions – a 14,5 ft
tandem and a 13,5 ft companion boat. Both are
extremely versatile: The front seat in the tandem
moves backward and forward to make space for
a child or for solo paddling, while the companion
boat has a huge cockpit. A child seat (R450, sold
separately) can also be fitted.
Please remember: Don’t use this boat in
the sea. There’s a 95% chance you’ll have a great
day out, but if things did go wrong and you
capsize, we might be reading about you in
the newspaper….
R10 950 (companion boat) and R13 950 (tandem)
at Canoe & Kayak World and select retailers;
canoekayak.co.za; perceptionkayaks.com

This one-person, imported boat is made
from virtually unbreakable plastic so it’s
worth considering if you plan to paddle in
rocky areas. The adjustable Phase 3 AirPro
seat is the best kayak seat in the world, with
excellent padding and ventilation, and the
boat itself comes in three sizes that all retail
for the same price: the 135 (paddlers up
to 60 kg), 140 (60 – 90 kg) and 145 (above
90 kg). It’s got three dry hatches of varying
sizes and is rudder-ready. A splash cover
that fits over the cockpit is recommended
(R540 for nylon or R1 600 for 100 % water
proof neoprene).
R14 950 at Canoe & Kayak World and
select retailers; canoekayak.co.za

I paddled one of these locally made, two-person
fibreglass expedition kayaks around Table Bay
and I was impressed. The Duo was very stable
– even with me in it – and very fast, making it a
good choice for a beginner or a more experienced
paddler looking to go further. Depending on your
skill level, it’s safe in moderate to rough ocean
conditions and it has a generous carrying capacity
for a longer expedition, or if you plan on having
a good lunch.
The Duo comes standard with a rudder
so staying on course is a cinch, but the plain
fibreglass seat with no padding was a little
uncomfortable. A neoprene splash cover will
set you back R595; a nylon one R320.
R17 900 at select retailers and Kaskazi Kayaks;
kayak.co.za

Canoes aren’t popular in South Africa, despite
their being very useful and versatile on inland
waterways, with an unrivalled carrying capacity.
This vinyl boat is based on the traditional Native
American design and is best propelled in a
kneeling position using single-blade paddles.
It can carry half a tonne – easily enough space
for husband, wife, kids, braai and cool box. It is
remarkably nippy considering its bulk.
If you’re after a more affordable canoe, the
locally made Fish Eagle (R5 000 from Canoe
& Kayak World) is a good option. It lacks the
sophistication of the Journey 156 and it can “only”
carry 380 kg, but it’s still a great family boat.
R12 900 at Canoe & Kayak World;
canoekayak.co.za

Durban manufacturer Stealth designs and
outfits kayaks specifically with fishermen in
mind – they’re popular all over the world.
The sit-on-top Profisha 575 is the Ferrari
in the Stealth line-up. It’s designed for inter
mediate to experienced paddlers who chase fast
pelagic game fish and who trek to far-off fishing
grounds. It comes with a rudder, an enormous
fish hatch with a carbon-fibre lid that doubles
as a bait board, and four rod holders – two for
trolling and two for storage. There are also places
to stow fish finders, GPS units and the like.
If you’re after something a bit slower but
more stable, the slightly cheaper Fisha range
is a good place to start.
R16 795 at select retailers and Stealth Kayaks;
stealthpp.co.za

This super-tough, two-person inflatable boat was
designed for river rafting – if you’ve ever paddled
the Orange, the Breede or the Vaal, chances are
you’ve been in a Croc. It folds down to the size of
a large suitcase when deflated so you don’t have
to hassle with roof racks.
An inflatable boat like this is great for pulling
kreef at Kommetjie (just stay within one nautical
mile of the shore), lazy family paddling at Harties
or frolicking in the lagoon at Uvongo. Wannabe
adventurers should keep in mind that it’s much
slower than any of the hard boats featured and it
can be a mission to paddle in a strong wind.
The price includes a five-year guarantee, carry
bag, repair kit and hand pump.
R8 580 at ARK Inflatables and select retailers;
ark.co.za

Length: 4,11 m/4,42 m
Weight: 25 kg/31 kg
Carrying capacity: 205 kg/249 kg

Length: 4,11 m / 4,27 m / 4,42 m
Weight: 22 kg / 24 kg / 25 kg
Carrying capacity: 125 kg / 136 kg / 159 kg

Length: 5,85 m
Weight: 32 kg
Carrying capacity: 230 kg

Length: 4,72 m
Weight: 38 kg
Carrying capacity: 499 kg

Length: 5,75 m
Weight: 26 kg
Carrying capacity: 165 kg (angler max 110 kg)

Length: 3,75 m
Weight: 23 kg
Carrying capacity: 300 kg
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Other boating stuff
Thule Wing Bar roof racks
Unless you buy an inflatable boat or you’re lucky enough to have
access to a boathouse at the water’s edge, you’ll need roof racks to
transport your kayak from A to Beach. Swedish brand Thule is the
global leader in this field and their wing bars are aerodynamically
designed to be the quietest (and best for fuel consumption) in the
world. Depending on what vehicle you drive, you’ll need different
components and the price may vary: If your car has roof rails you’ll
save about R800, and if you opt for slightly less snazzy square bars
you can knock another R700 off the price.
To find out what you’ll need, enter your vehicle’s details into
the Thule buyers’ guide on their website.
About R4 000 for wing bars on a car with no roof rails. At Thule
stockists nationwide; thule.com

Thule Kayak Carrier 874
If you’re only driving a short distance, you might be able to get away with
tying your boat to the roof racks with rope or bungee cord. But if you want
to go a bit further or drive a bit faster, a kayak mount is essential. Once
again Thule is the most trusted name and the 874 is their most popular
kayak carrier. It has super-strong straps and adjustable rubber pads that can
accommodate everything from a surfboard to a small boat. The carrier will
protect your kayak and your car from scratches, too.
R2 000 at Thule stockists nationwide; thule.com

Holdfast Canoe Store-It
You might be happy to display your wonderful new kayak in your lounge,
but your wife certainly won’t be. Fortunately Cape Town company Holdfast
has come up with a simple and affordable solution: The two mild steel
brackets screw into your garage or storeroom wall and the protective
sleeves keep your boat safe. Bolts and wall plugs included.
R400 from select retailers nationwide; holdfast.co.za

X-Treme Doggy PFD
You’d be surprised how many people
paddle with dogs on board, and
although all dogs can swim they’re
in just as much danger as you are if
they come off in a strong rapid or a
turbulent ocean. X-Treme, based in
Estcourt in KZN, makes customised
doggy PFDs to order. (PFD stands for
personal flotation device.) Just send
them the breed and weight of your
dog and allow a couple of weeks for
them to make it.
R565 for smaller sizes, R610 for larger
sizes at X-Treme Equipment;
xtremesa.co.za

Lalizas 50N Buoyancy Aid
Wearing a PFD isn’t just about common sense, it’s also a legal requirement
– both on inland waters and at sea. This one is designed to be comfy to
paddle in and comes in junior and adult sizes. If you plan to go further than
one nautical mile offshore, however, you’ll need something with a higher
buoyancy rating.
R690 at specialist kayak shops like Canoe & Kayak World;
canoekayak.co.za; lalizas.com

Thank you to paddling legend Robbie Herreveld from Canoe & Kayak World ( canoekayak.co.za), who was willing to answer
questions about rudders, buoyancy compartments and blade shapes – no matter how silly they were!
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